
Israel resumes attacks on
Lebanon and the Gaza Strip

Israel resumed attacks against Lebanon and the as part of the series of aggressions against
Palestinian territories during Ramadan

 

Havana, April 7 (RHC) Israel resumed attacks and bombardments against Lebanon and the Gaza

Strip in the early hours of Friday morning as part of the series of aggressions carried out by the

Israeli state against Palestinian territories during the holy month of Ramadan.



Lebanese media indicated that one of the Israeli bombs fell in an area located between the Ras al-

Ayn plain and the Rashidieh Palestinian refugee camp, south of the city of Tire. Other rockets hit

nearby agricultural areas that do not have a military presence. For the moment, the Lebanese

authorities have not reported any casualties to regret as a result of the bombardment.

The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) said in a statement that the bombing was directed at alleged

targets of the Palestinian resistance movement Hamas in southern Lebanon. In the text, the IDF

holds the Lebanese state responsible for the attacks against Israeli territory launched from the Arab

country.

Hamas blamed Israel for the attacks and called on Palestinian groups to unite against the Israeli

occupation.

For its part, the Wafa news agency indicated that the Israeli forces resumed their bombardments

against the Gaza Strip on Friday.

According to the Palestinian media, the new attacks were concentrated in the Nusseirat refugee

camp in the center of the Palestinian territory of Gaza. Shots were also reported from Israeli

warships on the beach in the city of Beit Lahia in the northern Gaza Strip.

The Israeli bombings come amid an emergency meeting of the Security Cabinet called by the

country's prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu. At the start of the meeting, he declared that Tel Aviv

"will strike back at its enemies, and they will pay the price for any aggression."

The new attacks by Israel are added to those recorded in recent days, when the Israeli police have

broken into the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, brutally attacking Palestinian civilians who were

praying. (Source: Telesur)
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